Kim Carter's New Book & Movie Premieres on the Jennifer Hudson Show

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, UNITED STATES, October 4, 2022

Emily Prepossession - Kim Carter, Founder of Time for Change Foundation, appearing on the daytime talk show "The Jennifer Hudson Show" to discuss her new book, "We Have A Future: A Journey to Hope and Freedom". The show, hosted by Jennifer Hudson, airs on various networks and is a popular platform for discussing important social issues. Carter's appearance is part of the ongoing efforts to raise awareness about the importance of the foundation's mission and its impact on communities affected by social injustices.

This has been an extraordinary journey. I’m grateful that God allowed me to live and tell my story. I hope that you will find a connection so deep that the little girl or boy in you will speak up.

Kim Carter

This is the release of the long-awaited "We Have A Future: A Journey to Hope and Freedom" which dispels the lies by story telling the most moving, honest, and heart-wrenching true story of slavery.

Drew Barrymore

This is a story of hope and healing, and I’m so grateful that God allowed me to live and tell my story. My message to you is that you will find a connection so deep that the little girl or boy in you will speak up.
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Follow this link to watch the video on Facebook.
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